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**Marketing Points**

» **An Innovative Premise:** Every animal has a specific characteristic or “power” that kids can learn from and identify with.

» **Kids Love Animals:** Learning that all animals have strengths that humans can learn from fosters a connection between the reader’s own personality and that of a specific animal.

» **Inspires a Connection with the Natural World:** As kids learn the power of the animals featured in the book, they are encouraged to go outside and delve into the natural world by exploring animal behaviors.

» **An Interactive, Kid-Friendly Format:** With tons of hands-on activities and interactive prompts, kids will be able to practice sloth yoga; follow the alpha wolf; use whistles, clicks, or squeaks to design a dolphin name; make a polar bear hut; and much more.

» **Extra Content:** The book includes a punch-out card for each of the animals featured in the pages that can be used to remember what animal(s) readers like best, to decorate their room or a notebook, or as a starter for an art project or activity.

**Specifications**

» Hardcover
» 32 pages
» 12 punch-out cards
» Full-color art
» 7.375 x 9.25 inches
» ISBN: 9781950500475
» No. 800047
» $12.95/$17.95 Can.
» **Ships:** April

Are you a chatterbox? You might have a lot in common with dolphins. Maybe you are adventurous, like penguins. Or you love to eat and play together with your “pack” of friends, like wolves do.

All animals have powers that humans can learn from and that often show us a way we can grow. Giraffes may be the world’s tallest animals, but they are very gentle; polar bears are strong but they also love to cozy up in a warm place. This creative and beautifully illustrated book will help children, ages 3 and up, discover their favorite animal and encourage them to practice fun activities inspired by the animal’s behavior. Kids can find peace with sloth yoga, waddle-race while mimicking a penguin, and design a garland to pay tribute to their animal pack. Featuring 12 animals, the book also includes a punch-out card for each animal that can be used to remember what animal(s) readers like best, to decorate their room or a notebook, or as a starter for an art project or activity.
Young Readers

TIGER

Independence

Bengal tigers are strong and powerful. They are solitary creatures known for their independence. Native to India, the Bengal tiger is a lord of wild achievements. The tips of their toes are marked bytdtting by scratching tree trunks with long, sharp claws. At night, the tiger seeks its prey. The tiger's black eyes can tell its head from its tail. As prey chases prey, the tiger wants to escape. Then, with a quick blow, the cat pounces. The Bengal tiger returns to its hunting trail to pursue. This may or may not be the same as the first. How do you plan to be independent? What can you do on your own?

DOLPHIN

Friendship

Awesome acrobats, dolphin spin, flip, dive, and jump. But their most special power is friendship!

What's your favorite dolphin? They're all unique! A dolphin's best friend is another dolphin. Are you a dolphin lover? You might have a lot in common with the dolphin. This sea creature shares eating, sleeping, and playing habits. Dolphins build strong friendships by sharing their unique talents. They share joy, heart, and soul as well.

DOLPHIN

Peace

Who's that blurry creature sleeping in the jungle? It's the gentle sloth. This peaceful, humble animal knows a thing or two about peaceful living.

SLOTH

A sloth's slow-paced daily life seems slow. They stretch slow. They can sleep slow, too. A sloth can sleep for a month or so when it stays on a tree in the Amazon. Expensive vacations, sloths can sleep up to 120 hours straight.

How Slow Can You Go?

Get ready for a party slumber! This game is simple. Try to be your very best sloth impression. With a one-two, count to ten. You're not the only one to laugh these. Create the peaceful creature for warning, eating, and sleeping in the Amazon. Who's the most sloth-like?

Happy Sloth Pose


FREE TO BE ME
Find a spot outdoors that you can call your own. Mark your territory with leaves, sticks, and rocks. This is your own space. Your name is your name. Your days are your days. Decide where you will spend and what you will do if you are left on your own. Draw a picture of your favorite tiger.
My Animal Atlas
270 Animals and Where They Live
Nastja Holtfreter

Marketing Points

» Chock-full of Content and Activities: This large-format board book is packed with vibrant illustrations that introduce 270 animals in their habitat and keep readers and nonreaders engaged with three levels of activities.

» Seek-and-Find: Felix the mouse is hidden among the animals in every scene. Tots will love playing seek-and-find with the sneaky Felix.

» For the Nonreader: Felix has photographed some of the animals on each page, and nonreaders can match the “photos” with the corresponding animals on the maps.

» For the Older Reader: The book includes interesting facts about the continents that will delight more advanced readers.

» A Primer on Maps and the Variety of Animals Around the World: This first animal atlas shows children the continents as they travel the world, discovering fascinating animals along the way, from the ones that are familiar, like the seal, gorilla, and polar bear, to creatures that may be new to them, like the axolotl, tapir, and quokka.

Specifications

» Board book
» 16 pages
» Full-color art
» 9 x 12 inches
» ISBN: 9781950500482
» No. 800048
» $12.95/$17.95 Can.
» Ships: March

In this colorful board book, every page is bursting with interesting animals and tons of things to discover!

Readers will love meeting Felix the mouse and his bright red airplane, who not only acts as their tour guide but also loves to hide himself in every scene. Tots will spend endless time playing seek-and-find with the sneaky Felix. For the nonreader, Felix has taken photographs of some of his favorite animals and has shared them on every page so kids can match the “photographs” with the animals on the maps, and older readers will enjoy learning about each continent and reading the names of 270 animals, easily labeled on every page.

Structured around continents, this is the perfect first animal atlas for children, taking readers on a trip around the world to visit Europe, Africa, Asia, North America, South America, and Australia while discovering tons of extraordinary animals, from elephants, flamingos, and cows to lesser-known species like moles, tarsiers, and axolotls.
Hi! I'm Felix. I’ll be your tour guide on this trip. See if you can find me on the pages!
Way to Go
A Sticker Rewards Book for Toddlers
duopress labs

Marketing Points

» **A New Concept:** A refreshing new take on the good-old sticker rewards chart for the social media era.

» **A Popular Format:** Rewards and accomplishments are very popular among children at home and in school. The beautifully designed chart will come especially in handy during these times when kids are staying and learning at home more and more.

» **A Bestselling Concept:** The book follows the successful concept and execution of the bestselling Belly Sticker Book (63,000 copies in print). Parents love to celebrate milestones with stickers, it’s the perfect gift, and children and stickers are a match made in heaven!

» **Lots of goodies:** Includes more than 500 stickers and a poster-size punch-out rewards chart that parents can help their kids use to keep track of their achievements.

Specifications

» Paperback with stickers
» 100 pages
» 50 sheets of stickers
» Full-color art
» 6 x 7 inches
» ISBN: 9781950500505
» No. 800050
» $11.95/$15.95 Can.
» Ships: March

The good-old sticker rewards chart meets social media in this sticker rewards book for toddlers.

Divided into three sections, the book offers something for every busy toddler and their parents and teachers. The large-size stickers in the I Did It Myself section are perfect for being displayed on kids’ shirts or chests and then photographed and shared on social media, with messages like *I brushed my teeth, I fed my pet,* and many more. Smaller-size stickers in the Awesome Achievements section celebrate general kid accomplishments with words of encouragement, such as *Excellent Work!* and *Way to Go!,* as well as popular icons like smiling faces, emoticons, stars, etc. This section also includes popular stickers with encouraging phrases in an array of languages, from Spanish and Chinese, to Italian and Korean. These stickers are designed to be used by kids and their educators on anything from worksheets and notebooks to tricycles and scooters. And of course we all love a sticker chart, so the last section of the book includes a collection of stickers specially designed for a fold-out chart (included) that can be displayed in a child’s room, the family room, the kitchen, etc.

Also available. See page 18.

9781946064998
No. 806499
$11.95/$15.95 Can.
Sticker Books

Dip your veggies! Eat carrots, celery, cucumbers, or red bell peppers in hummus for a super yummy and healthy snack.

I ate my veggies.

I brushed my teeth.

What's your pet's name?
The most popular name for both cats and dogs is Max. The top five names for dogs are Max, Molly, Buddy, Bella, and Lucy. The top five names for cats are Max, Chloe, Lucy, Tiger, and Tiger.

I fed my pet.

I cleaned up my toys.

Way to go!

Use the stickers on the back pages of the book to fill each category and keep track of your progress.

Healthy eating

Schoolwork

Hygiene

Kindness

Exercise

Chores

You are awesome!

Reach for the stars.
**Marketing Points**

- **Promotes Independent Fun and Learning:** This 48-piece puzzle is perfect for children ages 4 and up to complete on their own. A two-sided insert includes an image of the puzzle on one side and biographical facts about the big dreamers on the other.

- **Safe Screen-Free Fun:** Our jigsaw puzzles promote nondigital creative play and imaginative thinking, and they comply with CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

- **Great for Gift Giving:** The puzzle comes in a durable storage box that is perfect for keeping the pieces together and also for gift giving.

- **Diversity:** Features a diverse group of historical men and women from different disciplines, countries, and ethnicities.

**Specifications**

- **Puzzle**
  - 48 pieces
  - Full-color art
  - 8.25 x 11.33 inches
  - ISBN: 9781950500512
  - No. 800051
  - $11.95/$15.95 Can.

- **Ships:** March

---

This lovely 48-piece puzzle is perfect for children ages 4 and up to complete on their own while discovering eight historical icons.

Featuring Rosa Parks, Frida Kahlo, Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, Marie Curie, Muhammad Ali, Jane Goodall, and Leonardo da Vinci, the puzzle includes a two-sided insert with an image of the beautiful illustrations and basic biographical facts so kids will not just have fun but will also actively learn about these big dreamers. The durable storage box is ideal for keeping the pieces together and also for gift giving.

---

Also available. See pages 21 and 29.
Games & Puzzles

New

Discover some fun facts about these Big Dreamers

Muhammad Ali
Muhammad Ali was an American boxer. He was the world heavyweight boxing champion for three years. He was famous for saying, “Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee.” He also spoke out against war and stood up for the rights of African Americans.

Marie Curie
Marie Curie was a scientist from Poland. As a young woman, she moved to France to study at the Sorbonne, a famous university. She discovered radioactivity, a powerful and dangerous form of energy. She won two Nobel Prizes; she was the first woman to win the prize.

Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardo da Vinci was an Italian artist, inventor, and architect. He lived during the Renaissance. He is best known for his famous painting, the Mona Lisa. He was one of the most famous portrait painters. Having worked until the end of his life, he is considered to be one of the greatest minds of his time.

Mahatma Gandhi
Mahatma Gandhi was an Indian activist. He led his country to independence from British rule. In India, he believed in nonviolent protest to achieve change. Gandhi was called “Mahatma,” which means “Great Soul.”

Jane Goodall
Jane Goodall is a British zoologist. When she was 26, she moved to Africa to study chimpanzees. She made many surprising discoveries. She has spent most of her life trying to save chimpanzees from extinction. She also wants people to learn about the importance of living in harmony with our planet.

Frida Kahlo
Frida Kahlo was a famous painter from Mexico. She is best known for the many self-portraits that she painted. Much of her work was inspired by nature. Frida is often an inspiration for artists today. She is an icon for women’s creativity and strength.

Nelson Mandela
Nelson Mandela was the first black president of South Africa. As a young man, he fought for racial rights for blacks. He spent 27 years in prison for his political activities. During this time, his wife was released. He became the president of South Africa.

Rosa Parks
Rosa Parks was an African American civil rights activist from Alabama. One day in 1955, she was riding the bus home from work. The bus driver asked her to give up her seat to a white man who could not fill the seats. She refused and was arrested. Her action was a spark for the US civil rights movement.
Stop Asking “How Was Your Day?”
444 Better Questions to Help You Connect with Your Child
Daniel J. Crawford

We’ve all been there: The kids come home from school tired and distracted, and we try to connect with them by asking the same questions day after day. Well, this book will help you find the right questions to connect with your child today and every day.

“How was school?” “What did you learn today?” “Did you have fun?” If we are lucky, we might get a little more than “Fine” or “It was good” in return. Maybe we’re asking the wrong questions. The good news is that this book will help you find the right questions to connect with your child every day. “Stop Asking How Was Your Day?” is an invaluable tool that can be used again and again. Easy to flip through while waiting in the pickup lane outside school or before sitting down to dinner, this book provides diverse and open-ended questions for parents of schoolchildren of all ages and walks of life. Some questions are fun, some are thoughtful, and some are silly. Ultimately, this book is about communication.

As we all know, communication is a two-way street, and Stop Asking “How Was Your Day?” alternates the queries with “Lead by Example” sections that prompt parents to share something from their own experiences to help them connect with their children.
Have any of your classmates ever asked a question that your teacher couldn’t answer?

If we switched places for a week, how would I do in your classes? How would you do at my job?

If you were a phone, how much battery power would you have right now?

If you could turn your school into a mini-golf course, what obstacles would you create and how would you design it?

Why are the letters of the alphabet in ABC order?

What brightens up your day at school?

How often do you feel sad at school?

How many beach balls do you think you could fit into your school?
Not a Trend; a Reality: Craft distilling in the United States is no longer a niche industry. It’s a multibillion-dollar juggernaut with nearly 2,000 operating distilleries across the country. Total sales and revenue, market share, investment, and employment are all rapidly on the rise and are forecasted to continue in the years ahead.

A New Retail Force: From 2017 to 2018, craft distilleries saw a 23.7% growth in retail cases sold, to 7.2 million, and a 29.9% rise in sales, to $3.7 billion.

The Next Craft Movement: Unlike beer, American whiskey remains very much in growth mode. “We remain in a new golden era of American whiskey, with no imminent end in sight.” —Beverage Dynamics

A Whiskey Book with a Historical Twist: First-person accounts from the top American independent distillers offer a fascinating telling of the history of a spirit revolution.

A Great Gift: Beautifully packaged, Whiskey Rebels is a great present for any whiskey or spirit lover, entrepreneur, or history buff.

Specifications

- Paperback
- 280 pages
- 6 x 8 inches
- ISBN: 9781950500468
- No. 800046
- $21.95/$30.95 Can.
- Ships: April

In 2003, the United States had about 60 craft whiskey distillers; today there are over 2,000 active craft distillers in the country. This book will introduce the entrepreneurs and the companies behind this movement.

Whiskey Rebels is a collection of first-person accounts of the brilliant, brave, and slightly crazy innovators responsible for changing the whiskey landscape forever—people like Storm King Distilling entrepreneur John Torgersen, who lobbied the US government to change the laws that spearheaded the craft movement; Ralph Erenzo, the “Sam Adams of Whiskey” and recipient of the first distilling license in New York State in 80 years who went on to create Hudson Baby Bourbon; Nicole Austin, a prominent female producer and vocal activist who brought an indie spirit to the renowned American whiskey region of Tennessee through George Dickel Tennessee Whisky; and Bill Owens, who founded the American Distilling Institute in 2003.

Spirits pro and award-winning author John McCarthy (The Modern Gentleman) has conducted hundreds of hours of interviews to gather these fascinating first-person accounts and give readers an amusing and thorough insight into the world of craft distillers. Under his expert guidance, readers will also learn the requirements to be considered a craft whiskey distiller, the effect of the craft beer movement on modern craft distilling, why craft distillers hate the word “craft,” and many other pieces of insider information.

Also available. See page 25.
Fall 2020 Recent Releases

**Baby Encyclopedia**
With hundreds of people, animals, and objects to discover on its pages, kids will want to explore Baby Encyclopedia over and over again!
Board book • 28 pages • Full-color art • 10 x 10 inches
9781950500260 • No. 800026 • $12.95/$17.95 Can.

**I Can Be Like...**
A colorful and interactive board book with die-cut mask holes that allows children to “wear” the book and become one of six inspirational women.
Board book • 12 pages • Full-color art • 7 x 7 inches
9781950500284 • No. 800028 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

**Mama Feeds Me All the Colors**
A board book that celebrates the magic of breastfeeding while presenting babies with other natural foods and introducing them by color.
Board book • 12 pages • Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781950500291 • No. 800029 • $7.95/$10.95 Can.

**Immigrant Innovators: 30 Entrepreneurs Who Made a Difference**
This book features people from around the world who immigrated to America and played a major role in establishing global companies and products. Immigrant Innovators is a celebration of the immigrant experience and a reminder of the strength that comes from a diverse population.
Hardcover • 128 pages • Full-color art • 6 x 9 inches
9781950500277 • No. 800027 • $14.95/$19.95 Can.

**Mix & Match Puzzle: Silly Trucks**
Not all jigsaw puzzles are alike, and Mix & Match Puzzle: Silly Trucks is definitely not your classic puzzle. Includes 25 double-sided pieces resulting in 50 options and countless combinations.
25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches • 9781950500345
No. 800034 • $14.95/$19.95 Can.

**TummyTime™: Love Is All Around**
Make the best of baby’s tummy time with this book full of love. Your baby will fall in love with the beautiful illustrations in this small and sturdy accordion book that opens to stand up. With two reflective “mirror” pages, your baby can see herself and practice those future smiles!
Accordion board book • 12 double-sided pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches • 9781950500321
No. 800032 • $8.95/$11.95 Can.
Featured Category: Animals

New

My First Lift-the-Flap Animal Book
Board book with flaps • 20 pages
Full-color art • 6.25 x 6.25 inches
9781940643950 • No. 804265
$9.95/$13.95 Can.

Writers and Their Pets
Hardcover • 192 pages
Full-color art • Up to 12 years
5.5 x 8 inches
9781947459292 • No. 805852
$14.95/$19.95 Can.

NY Dogs
Hardcover • 96 pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781947459278 • No. 809370
$12.95/$17.95 Can.

TummyTime®: Animal Parade
Board book • 32 pages • Full-color art
7.325 x 9.25 inches
9781950500475 • No. 800047
$12.95/$17.95 Can.

New

Playful as a Panda, Peaceful as a Sloth
Hardcover • 32 pages • Full-color art
7.325 x 9.25 inches
9781950500475 • No. 800047
$12.95/$17.95 Can.

My Animal Atlas
Board book • 16 pages • Full-color art
9 x 12 inches
9781950500482 • No. 800048
$12.95/$17.95 Can.

ABC Animals
Flashcards with clip-on ring
26 cards • Full-color art
Card size: 2.85 x 5 inches
Window box with flaps:
7.5 x 9 inches
9781947458239 • No. 805823
$9.95/$13.95 Can.

Hello, Ocean Bugs
Board books • 6 x 6 inches • Spot UV covers • 20 pages • Two-color art • Nontoxic • Up to 4 years • $7.95/$10.95 Can.
First Books

**Babies Around the World**
“A lovely portrait of kindness without borders.” —Publishers Weekly

Babies welcome us to their cities with delightful greetings in their original languages in a simple narration that will appeal to any global mini citizen.

Board book • 20 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 7 x 7 inches
9781938093876 • No. 809387
$7.95/$10.95 Can.

---

**Babies Around the World Dancing**
Samba, hip-hop, and tango. Dance away with an international lineup of friendly babies welcoming us to their countries with delightful greetings and rhythmic dances.

Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 7 x 7 inches
9781947458789 • No. 805878
$7.95/$10.95 Can.

---

**My Feminist ABC**
An inspiring board book that teaches little ones an esteemed alphabet of female (and human) values. Big ideas start early in life, and babies and tots of all genders will have a blast with the art and sassy text in the pages of this book.

Board book • 20 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches
9781946064981 • No. 805824
$7.95/$10.95 Can.

---

**Zoom! Beep! Vroom! Busy Cities**
“Vehicles, geography, and onomatopoeia come together in this sturdy board book for toddlers. With plenty to see, hear, and identify, young children will enjoy the many busy cities and the plethora of vehicles in them.” —Kirkus Reviews

Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
9 x 6 inches • 9781947458277
No. 805827 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

---

**Do You Know a Superhero?**
Meet a special group of superheroes: they have homes, families, and very important jobs. Their powers are diverse, from Super Nurse to Super Vet and Super Scientist Mom. This is an ideal primer to show babies and toddlers all about what adults do during the day.

Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
6.5 x 8 inches • 9781947458246
No. 805824 • $7.95/$10.95 Can.

---

**The Obamas: A Lift-the-Flap Book**
In this book with flaps readers will discover some of the most motivational words and moments that made the Obama presidency a remarkable period in history. Concepts like Peace, Love, Hope, Dreams, the Environment, and Equality are highlighted with large flaps that reveal the Obamas’ contributions to the world stage.

Board book with flaps • 22 pages
Full-color art • 5.5 x 7.35 inches
9781947458826 • No. 805882
$9.95/$13.95 Can.
First Books

My Animal Atlas
This book is chock-full of vibrant illustrations that introduce maps and 270 animals in their habitat to beginning readers.

Board book • 16 pages • Full-color art
9 x 12 inches • 9781950500462
No. 800046 • $12.95/$17.95 Can.

My First Lift-the-Flap Animal Book
Little ones will love encountering the amazing animals inside this board book, and with lots of flaps to lift, there’s lots of fun to have.

Board book with flaps • 20 pages • Full-color art
6.25 x 8.25 inches • 9781946064950
No. 806495 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

I Can Be Like...
A colorful and interactive board book with die-cut mask holes that allows children to “wear” the book and become one of six inspirational women.

Board book • 12 pages • Full-color art
7 x 7 inches • 9781950500284
No. 800028 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

My Suitcase
This suitcase is ready to go with all the things kids will need for time away from home.

Board book • 20 pages • 4 round corners
Full-color art • Up to 4 years • 6 x 9 inches
9781950500079 • No. 80007
$7.95/$10.95 Can.

My Fridge
An amusing book, shaped like a refrigerator, that shows many of the foods you typically find inside one.

Board book • 20 pages • Full-color art
6 x 9 inches • 9781946064004
No. 806400 • $7.95/$10.95 Can.

Mama Feeds Me All the Colors
A board book that celebrates the magic of breastfeeding while presenting babies with other natural foods and introducing them by color.

Board book • 12 pages • Full-color art
6 x 6 inches • 9781950500291
No. 800029 • $7.95/$10.95 Can.

My Fridge
Board book • 12 pages • Full-color art
6 x 6 inches • 9781950500284
No. 800028 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

My Foodie ABC
“With cheery pastel-hued artwork, phonetic spellings (when needed), and a striking variety of foodstuffs, it should easily whet readers’ appetites.”
—Publishers Weekly

Baby Encyclopedia
With hundreds of people, animals, and objects to discover on its pages, kids will want to explore Baby Encyclopedia over and over again!

Board book • 28 pages • Full-color art
10 x 10 inches • 9781950500260
No. 800026 • $12.95/$17.95 Can.

One, Two, Three Dim Sum
Features traditional Chinese food items paired with numbers in both English and Mandarin Chinese.

Board book • 22 pages
Full-color art • Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches
9781950500017 • No. 80001
$7.95/$10.95 Can.

My Animal Atlas
This book is chock-full of vibrant illustrations that introduce maps and 270 animals in their habitat to beginning readers.

Board book • 16 pages • Full-color art
9 x 12 inches • 9781950500462
No. 800046 • $12.95/$17.95 Can.
Sticker Books and Parenting

Way to Go! A Sticker Rewards Book for Toddlers
The good-old sticker rewards chart meets social media in this sticker rewards book for toddlers.
Paperback with stickers • 100 pages • 50 sheets of stickers
Full-color art • 6 x 7 inches
9781950500505 • No. 800050
$11.95/$15.95 Can.

Live Love Sparkle
Express yourself with the gift of inspiration! This book of illustrated stickers, full of positive messages and beautiful art, is a great way to show the world, and yourself, that you always dream big.
Paperback with stickers • 100 pages
Full-color art • 6 x 7.25 inches
9781950500024 • No. 800024
$11.95/$15.95 Can.

The Future Is Ours
An empowering book with more than 200 tear-resistant vinyl stickers for feminists with a cause. The stickers celebrate the fearless messages and icons of the feminist movement and are perfect to stick on laptops, phones, notebooks, water bottles, and more.
Paperback with stickers • 24 pages
Full-color art • 7 x 9 inches
9781947458543 • No. 805854
$11.95/$16.95 Can.

The Belly Sticker Book
A great way to capture and share all of your baby’s firsts, from important holidays and milestones to month-by-month anniversaries. Includes 48 belly stickers. Use the hashtags #bellystickers and #bellystickerbook for extra sharing!
Paperback with stickers • 96 pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781946064999 • No. 806499
$11.95/$15.95 Can.

The Pregnancy Belly Sticker Book
This book includes stickers that chart the pregnancy week by week, plus other fun announcements and milestones. The book also includes stickers for the dad-to-be, grandparents, siblings, and other family members.
Paperback with stickers • 96 pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781947458444 • No. 805844
$11.95/$15.95 Can.

Stop Asking “How Was Your Day?”
444 Better Questions to Help You Connect with Your Child
A practical and simple tool that helps parents find questions to ask and a way to connect with their children day after day.
Paperback • 360 pages
4 x 6 inches • 9781950500499
No. 800049 • $10.95/$14.95 Can.

102 Things to Do Before You Are Due
A practical and entertaining handbook that provides important advice for parents-to-be, with eye-catching illustrations, checklists, actionable charts, and many laugh-out-loud tips.
Paperback • 160 pages • Two-color art
5 x 7 inches • 9781947458499
No. 805849 • $11.95/$16.95 Can.
TummyTime®: Love Is All Around
Make the best of baby’s tummy time with this book full of love. Your baby will fall in love with the beautiful illustrations in this small and sturdy accordion book that opens to stand up in a crib, on the carpet, or in a bed, making it easy for your baby to enjoy tummy time all the time. With two reflective “mirror” pages, your baby can see herself and practice those future smiles!
Accordion board book • 12 double-sided pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781950500321 • No. 800032
$8.95/$11.95 Can.

TummyTime®: Animal Parade
Accordion board book • 12 double-sided pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781947458819 • No. 805881
$8.95/$11.95 Can.

TummyTime®: Happy Baby
Accordion board book • 12 double-sided pages
Full-color art • 6 x 6 inches
9781947458796 • No. 805879
$8.95/$11.95 Can.

Named one of the “Best Children’s Books 2019” by Parents magazine.
High Contrast

Making connections between images on a page and the real world is an important building block for your baby’s communication skills—and our charming high-contrast books provide a great visual experience for young developing eyes.

Baby Loves Sports
9781938093296 No. 809329

Hello, Baby Animals
9781938093685 No. 809368

Hello, Garden Bugs
9781938093845 No. 809384

Hello, My World
9781940500253 No. 800025

Hello, Ocean Friends
9781938093418 No. 809341

BEST-SELLING SERIES

Board books | 6 x 6 inches | Spot UV covers | 20 pages | Two-color art | Nontoxic | Up to 4 years | $7.95/$10.95 Can.
These lovely sets of 26 flashcards are connected by a removable plastic ring, making them the perfect activity for on-the-go fun or free play. The large size (5 inches by 2.8 inches) and sturdy material are ideal for the little fingers of curious babies and toddlers.

Flashcards with clip-on ring | 26 cards | Full-color art | Card size: 2.85 x 5 inches | Window box with flaps: 7.5 x 9 inches
$9.95/$13.95 Can.
Young Readers

100 Pablo Picassos
“Readers will appreciate this concise introduction to Pablo Picasso. A uniquely designed and well-thought out effort that will find an audience among young art lovers.” —School Library Journal

Hardcover • 32 pages
Full-color art • Up to 10 years
8 x 10 inches • GRL: N3
9781938093326 • No. 809332

Writers and Their Pets
Readers will discover how animals influenced 20 of the world’s most beloved authors.

Hardcover • 192 pages
Full-color art • Up to 12 years
5.5 x 8 inches • 9781947458529
No. 805852 • $14.95/$19.95 Can.

Totally Epic, True, & Wacky Soccer Facts & Stories
“Using bold graphics, short sentences, and fun facts, this is a quick read for soccer superfans.” —School Library Journal

Trade paper • 156 pages • Full-color art
Up to 12 years • 6 x 7 inches
Lexile Level: 1090L
9781938093814 • No. 809381
$12.95/$17.95 Can.

Messi: Superstar
This engaging book goes beyond a traditional biography and describes Lionel Messi’s life and career through the use of fun graphics, comparisons with past and present players, playful reader challenges, and pages chock-full of interesting facts.

Trade paper • 140 pages • Full-color art
Up to 12 years • 6 x 6 inches
Lexile Level: 940L
9781938093579 • No. 809357
$14.95/$19.95 Can.

Young Readers

These exciting biographies feature people whose lives and work relate to young readers, from the family that created Lego toys to the minds behind the iPhone, video games, and the most successful comic books in history. These books are also great STEM resources for reluctant readers.
Playful as a Panda, Peaceful as a Sloth
This creative and interactive book invites young readers to discover their favorite animal and to practice hands-on activities inspired by the animal’s own behavior.

Hardcover • 32 pages • 12 punch-out cards
Full-color art • 7.325 x 9.25 inches
9781950500475 • No. 800047
$12.95/$17.95 Can.

Immigrant Innovators:
30 Entrepreneurs Who Made a Difference
This book features people from around the world who immigrated to America and played a major role in establishing global companies and products. Immigrant Innovators is a celebration of the immigrant experience—both the triumphs and the challenges—and a reminder of the strength that comes from a diverse population.

Hardcover • 128 pages
Full-color art • 6 x 9 inches
9781950500277 • No. 800027
$14.95/$19.95 Can.

Think for Yourself
This unique and timely book won’t tell readers what to think, but it will show them how to think more deeply about their own life and current events. Covering a wide range of subjects affecting the world today, the book will show readers how to ask questions, analyze evidence, and use logic to draw conclusions, so they can solve problems and make smart decisions.

Hardcover • 160 pages
Full-color art • 5.5 x 9 inches
9781950500048 • No. 80004
$14.95/$19.95 Can.

Superhero Playbook
“Following well-known superhero origin stories, readers will find familiar character traits or life lessons. The target audience . . . will get excited about the mindfulness and character-building sections.”
—School Library Journal

Hardcover • 136 pages
Full-color art • 6 x 8 inches
9781947458765 • No. 805876
$11.95/$15.95 Can.
Say What?
In this compilation of memorable things that should never have been said, readers will find quotes from dictators, drug lords, and murderers, but much more shocking are the entries by Nobel Prize winners, religious leaders, and beloved icons. The author has collected hundreds of extraordinary quotes, and everyone is fair game, even Mother Teresa: “I think it is very beautiful for the poor to accept their lot, to share it with the passion of the Christ. I think the world is being much helped by the suffering of the poor people.” Say what?

“Never Cook Bacon Naked”
Cooking can be a daunting, frustrating, and hopeless pursuit . . . and when you are in a pickle, it’s time for a little pep talk from some of the biggest cooking and non-cooking experts—people like Julia Child, Thomas Keller, Alice Waters, Truman Capote, Maya Angelou, and many others who, at one time or another, have also scorched their lunch. But remember, as the cookbook author Alana Chernila likes to say, “Homemade food is the opposite of perfection.”

50 Reasons to Hate Golf and Why You Should Never Stop Playing
“Fred Fruisen does a great job of identifying golf’s intriguing dichotomy. Read this hilarious book and you’ll see why all of us golfers are bat sh*t crazy!” —Charlie Rymer, Golf Channel

NY Dogs

New York is the City of Dreams, and this book is a celebration of the Big Apple’s funniest, friendliest, funniest sidewalk stompers . . . and the humans who pick up their poo. A stylish volume that offers a humorous window to the uniqueness of dogs living in America’s largest city.

Hot Guys ABZ
ABC books are for babies, but this one is full of hot babes. James Franco, Johnny Depp, Channing Tatum, Chris Evans, Kanye West, Orlando Bloom, and of course a great “Z” for Zac Efron, among many other striking celebs, are all featured in this unique take on the classic ABC book. This humorous parody—splashed with quirky text and hunky illustrations—is the perfect gift for young millennials and everyone who is ready for a laugh.
Whiskey Rebels

*Whiskey Rebels* is a collection of first-person accounts of the brilliant, brave, and slightly crazy innovators responsible for changing the whiskey landscape forever—people like Storm King Distilling entrepreneur John Torgersen, who lobbied the US government to change the laws that spearheaded the craft movement; Ralph Erenzo, the “Sam Adams of Whiskey” and recipient of the first distilling license in New York State in 80 years who went on to create Hudson Baby Bourbon; Nicole Austin, a prominent female producer and vocal activist who brought an indie spirit to the renowned American whiskey region of Tennessee through George Dickel Tennessee Whisky; and Bill Owens, who founded the American Distilling Institute in 2003.

The Modern Gentleman

“Fortunately for the aspiring modern gent, we found this great book that fills in the blanks on your gentleman card. From spirits and wine and tools for your home bar to the more epicurean things like steak, oysters and what makes a proper charcuterie, think of this as a textbook for a life lived well . . . This is a comprehensive culture upgrade every man can benefit from.” —Spy.com
Regional

**ONE to TEN L.A.**
Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches • 9781938093494
No. 809349 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

**ONE to TEN NYC**
Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches • 9781938093197
No. 809319 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.

**Colors of New England**
Board book • 20 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches • 9781938093999 • No. 809399
$8.95/$11.95 Can.

**Colors of the Pacific Northwest**
Board book • 20 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches • 9781938093807 • No. 809380
$8.95/$11.95 Can.

**Colors of the Southwest**
Board book • 20 pages • Full-color art
Up to 4 years • 6 x 6 inches • 9781947458512 • No. 805851
$8.95/$12.95 Can.

**I Love You, Michigan Baby**
Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
6 x 6 inches • 9781946064967
No. 806496 • $8.95/$11.95 Can.

**Go, New York, Go!**
Board book • 22 pages • Full-color art
9 x 6 inches • 9781946064974
No. 806497 • $9.95/$13.95 Can.
Local Baby Books

BEST-SELLING SERIES

Best Seller

Beach Babies

Bookstore Babies

Boston Baby

Best Seller

Brooklyn baby

Chicago baby

Library Babies

New York baby

Best Seller

Portland Baby

San Francisco baby

Southern Baby

Texas baby

Board books | 6 x 6 inches | 22 pages | Full-color art | Nontoxic | Ages 0 to 4 | $8.95/$11.95 Can. | Bookstore Babies and Library Babies $7.95/$10.95 Can
Cool Counting / Doodle Books

Board books | 6 x 6 inches | 22 pages | Full-color art | Ages 0 to 4

Trade paper | 8 x 8 inches | 120 pages | Ages 5 to 7 | $12.95/$17.95 Can.
Games and Puzzles

**New**

**Big Dreamers 48-Piece Puzzle**
- 48 pieces • 8.25 x 11.33 inches
- 9781950500512 • No. 800051
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**Match It! San Francisco**
- Box with drawer: 2 5/8 x 4 5/8 inches
- Card size: 2.5 x 2.5 inches • 48 cards • Ages 4+
- 9781938093524 • No. 809352

**Match It! Paris**
- Box with drawer: 2 5/8 x 4 5/8 inches
- Card size: 2.5 x 2.5 inches • 48 cards • Ages 4+
- 9781938093517 • No. 809351

**My Chicago Puzzle: City Skyline**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093333 • No. 809333
- $14.95/$19.95 Can.

**My San Francisco Puzzle: The Golden Gate Bridge**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093258 • No. 809325
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**My New York Puzzle: The Statue of Liberty**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093241 • No. 809324
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**Mix & Match Puzzle: Silly Trucks**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781950500345 • No. 800034
- $14.95/$19.95 Can.

**My Chicago Puzzle: The Golden Gate Bridge**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093258 • No. 809325
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**My New York Puzzle: The Statue of Liberty**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093241 • No. 809324
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**Mix & Match Puzzle: Silly Trucks**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781950500345 • No. 800034
- $14.95/$19.95 Can.

**My Chicago Puzzle: City Skyline**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093333 • No. 809333
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**My San Francisco Puzzle: The Golden Gate Bridge**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093258 • No. 809325
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**My New York Puzzle: The Statue of Liberty**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093241 • No. 809324
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**Mix & Match Puzzle: Silly Trucks**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781950500345 • No. 800034
- $14.95/$19.95 Can.

**My Chicago Puzzle: City Skyline**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093333 • No. 809333
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**My San Francisco Puzzle: The Golden Gate Bridge**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093258 • No. 809325
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

**My New York Puzzle: The Statue of Liberty**
- 25 pieces • 7.3 x 5.6 inches
- 9781938093241 • No. 809324
- $11.95/$15.95 Can.

Puzzle size: 12.5 x 9 inches | 20 pieces | Box size: 5.6 x 6.4 | Full-color art | Ages 3+
# Books by Region

## California
- **123 California**
  - Board: 9780979621338
  - No. 802133
  - Price: $7.95/$10.95 Can.
- **123 San Francisco**
  - Board: 9780979621383
  - No. 802138
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Doodle San Francisco**
  - Paper: 97809883812166
  - No. 801216
  - Price: $12.95/$17.95 Can.
- **Match It! San Francisco**
  - Game: 9781938093524
  - No. 809352
- **My San Francisco Puzzle**
  - Puzzle: 9781938093494
  - No. 809349
  - Price: $9.95/$13.95 Can.
- **San Francisco Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093166
  - No. 809316
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.

## International
- **123 Toronto**
  - Board: 9781938093098
  - No. 809309
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Match It! Paris**
  - Game: 9781938093517
  - No. 809351

## Midwest & Chicago
- **123 Chicago**
  - Board: 9780979621352
  - No. 802135
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Chicago Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093036
  - No. 809303
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **I Love You, Michigan Baby**
  - Board: 9781946064967
  - No. 806496
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **My Chicago Puzzle**
  - Puzzle: 9781938093333
  - No. 809333
  - Price: $11.95/$15.95 Can.
- **Chicago Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093272
  - No. 809303
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **I Love You, Michigan Baby**
  - Board: 9781946064967
  - No. 806496
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **My Chicago Puzzle**
  - Puzzle: 9781938093333
  - No. 809333
  - Price: $11.95/$15.95 Can.

## New England & Mid-Atlantic
- **123 Baltimore**
  - Board: 9780982529539
  - No. 802953
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **123 New Jersey**
  - Board: 9781938093074
  - No. 809307
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Boston Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093692
  - No. 809369
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Colors of New England**
  - Board: 9781938093999
  - No. 809399
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Doodle Washington D.C.**
  - Paper: 9781938093067
  - No. 809306
  - Price: $12.95/$17.95 Can.

## New York
- **123 New York**
  - Board: 9780979621307
  - No. 802130
  - Price: $9.95/$13.95 Can.
- **Brooklyn Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093272
  - No. 809327
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Go, New York, Go!**
  - Board: 9781946064974
  - No. 806497
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **My New York Puzzle**
  - Puzzle: 9781938093241
  - No. 809324
  - Price: $11.95/$15.95 Can.
- **New York Baby**
  - Board: 9780988381216
  - No. 801216
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **NY Dogs**
  - Hardcover: 9781938093708
  - No. 809370
  - Price: $12.95/$17.95 Can.
- **One to Ten NYC**
  - Board: 9781938093197
  - No. 809319
  - Price: $9.95/$13.95 Can.
- **Park**
  - Hardcover: 9781938093302
  - No. 809330
  - Price: $16.95/$22.95 Can.

## Northwest
- **Colors of the Pacific Northwest**
  - Board: 9781938093807
  - No. 809380
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Portland Baby**
  - Board: 9781946064059
  - No. 806405
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.

## South
- **Colors of the Southwest**
  - Board: 9781947458512
  - No. 805851
  - Price: $8.95/$12.95 Can.
- **Doodle Florida**
  - Paper: 9781938093227
  - No. 809322
  - Price: $12.95/$17.95 Can.
- **Southern Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093456
  - No. 809345
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.

## Texas
- **123 San Antonio**
  - Board: 9781938093173
  - No. 809317
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **123 Texas**
  - Board: 9780979621369
  - No. 802136
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.
- **Doodle Texas**
  - Paper: 9781938093050
  - No. 809305
  - Price: $12.95/$17.95 Can.
- **Texas Baby**
  - Board: 9781938093289
  - No. 809328
  - Price: $8.95/$11.95 Can.

## USA
- **Doodle America**
  - Paper: 9781938093142
  - No. 809314
  - Price: $12.95/$17.95 Can.
Displays available for all of our books!

12-copy display available for all of our 6x6 books!

Create your own 12-copy display!
(6x6 board books only)

Empty 12-copy display
809301

Empty 6-copy display
7193
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Happy Spring!

(Fly with Felix and his red airplane around the world in My Animal Atlas, pages 4 and 5)